The Demise of Life as We Know It
(Human life that is)

Wake up world! Mankind has been given notice by the most powerful of all of the gods and
that is Mother Nature. She has pointed out very clearly that if we are to survive we must start
today to face our three greatest challenges. If you think, like Al Gore, that global warming is
that which needs to be number one on our list then you are wrong! Global warming is third on
my list of serious and unquestionable life ending issues we, the human animal, now face. Take a
step back from the current precipice being highlighted by so many in the press, sit down, take a
deep breath. Next be prepared to feel even worse after you read the rest of this article. Some
of us have been pointing out for some time that the fresh water supplies on the planet are
being depleted at a rate far in excess of that which Mother Nature can ever replenish before we
lose. In many heavily populated areas of the world farmers as well as the residents have been
pumping out water from the aquifers which were filled over hundreds and in some cases
thousands of years. Those of us in the USA know what is happening in California but do we
know that they are doing the same excessive withdrawal of underground water in Saudi Arabia
along with so much of the rest of the world? We use this water for life supporting issues
primarily but when used so much of it goes out via sewage flushing into the streams then rivers
then oceans or simply evaporation into the atmosphere where it will more likely end up in the
oceans than anywhere else as they make up 71% of this world’s surface at which time it
becomes salt water. Without question water is our biggest problem as every human needs it
every day before they need food. Second, however, will be food and here we are not talking
just about the food volumes but the nutrient supplies within our foods which our bodies need.
The soil used to supply so much of our food, which formed over millions of years, is being used
up thousands of times faster than it can ever be replenished. What took millions of years of
decay to create could be wiped out within the next 50 to 60 years. Another food problem can
be found today in our oceans where there are two problems. First we are over withdrawing the
ocean food populations faster than Mother Nature can resupply but second as the oceans
acidity levels increase at the same time this is damaging the food chains from which we get our
ocean sourced nutrients. Without question the human race is getting closer to this precipice.
Finally, without a significant decline in the human populations the global warming damages will
put an end to human life as we know it. So many today, and that includes the majority who
know that global warming has started, seem to be avoiding at all costs their personal
acknowledgement of the fact that we cannot sustain what we have today already let alone
allow humans to continue to meet their misguided survival instinct and continue to procreate
at earth damaging levels never seen before. Feel better now? You will if you are in or close to
being in retirement today because the next generation is going to be the first to go down the
spiral of inevitable failure. It certainly is not going to be a fun ride for the remaining humans.
The will face water, food and heat problems. Whether you like it or not Mother Nature will win

in the end and she really does not care about who or what will spend the greatest amount of
time on this earth. Even worse is the inevitable fact that one of the one of the other gods out
there will take her to task and try to destroy life on earth again much like they tried when they
wiped out the dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago. At this point this world will be on the ride
less traveled in our galaxy.

